
How good a detective are you? 15 min

Strong Passwords: Something only you will know 

PASSWORD MATCH
Look at the two columns of words - one 
column is a fictional character and the 
other column has their “secret password”. 
Draw a line from the character to their 
password.

RECIPE FOR A PERFECT PASSWORD
Choose a food, movie, or song that is special to you. Create a password that is made up of at 
least 8 characters.  Add some capital letters, numbers and symbols.  Underneath the password, 
write the sentence that will help you remember the password.

Password: cicimfBIlv2
Sentence: Chocolate ice cream is my favorite But I like vanilla too
Password: J&Jwuth2fw
Sentence: Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch water

Password: 

Sentence:

Password: 

Sentence: 

Password: 

Sentence: 

Snow White Coldhands

Superman Africanbanana

Elsa Undersea

Mickey Mouse Avengers 

Frankenstein Kriptonyte

Ariel Minnie

Tarzan 7dwarfs

Iron Man Nailhead

Snow White

Superman

Elsa

Mickey Mouse

Ariel

Tarzan

Iron Man

Create a better password for each 
character using a phrase instead.

Examples: 

SheAteTheWholePoisonedApple

Make special passwords out of the phrases below or try your own:

CHARACTER PASSWORD
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